During the past three years, I have been conducting a study of the approach taken by members and staff of Congress In learning about policy issues and the implications of that approach for congressional decisionmaking.' In the fall of 1984, I selected several discrete health and transportation issues which seemed likely to receive significant attention over the entire two years of the 99th Congress. My strategy was to study, for each issue, a sample of congressional "enterprises"-each made up of a member of Congress and his or her staff-as they followed and became involved in the development of the issue.2 My interest was in communication about these issues both within each enterprise and among all the various enterprises. At this point, nearing the conclusion of the fieldwork, I have conducted over 300 interviews, including meeting with certain key staff members as often as six times in order to monitor their evolving understanding of the issues. Although the interviews with members and staff will ultimately provide the bulk of my data, I quickly realized once I began the fieldwork that a significant portion of my results would come simply from my part-time immersion in the "health policy community." Gradually I assumed a dual identity. In part I came to view myself as a political anthropologist, studying the rituals and folkways of a strange and wondrous people.5 I also came to view myself as a "lobbyist-without-a-cause," finding that I had much in common with the lobbyists that I encountered-we were outsiders always wanting to be on the inside, always wanting to be at the important committee meetings, to know what was happening behind the scenes, and to talk to the movers and shakers.
My comments in this essay
My strategy was to study, for each issue, a sample of congressional "enterprises"-each made up of a member of Congress and his or her staff-as they followed and became involved in the development of the issue.
While the analysis of the data from my study is just beginning, what I can contribute at this time is the general flavor of the experience and the general character of the results, as they relate to health staff. As a reflection of the interactive nature of my experiences within the health policy community, I propose to report on some of my findings by responding to some of the more frequent questions that staff asked me during the course of my interviews. 1. "Isn't it crazy how little we know?" Asking health staff about exactly how much they know about specific health issues is a somewhat delicate task. Initial responses from personal staff, for example, are sometimes self-deprecatory-"I was hoping you wouldn't ask about that," or "why don't you ask me about an issue I know something about?" A much smaller number of staff attempted to convey a sense of omniscience-that because they were health staff they would of course know everything important about every major health issue.
Overall, a basic conclusion that can be drawn from the interviews is that, on any given issue, there are very few staff with a detailed understanding of the complexities involved. However, this conclusion must be placed in the context of what motivates staff to learn about issues in the first place. Staff are under severe time constraints and are very rational in allocating their time-if they have to learn about something, they will; if they don't, they won't. And, what determines whether or not they have to learn about something is how involved their "enterprise" is in the issue-involvement and learning are highly correlated. Only the rare staff person has the luxury to investigate areas beyond the immediate concerns of the day. Thus, to say that a particular staff member did not know very much about an issue is not at all to indict that person's capacity or level of competence. It is to say, rather, that the staff person probably had no occasion to need to know about the issue. At a minimum, staff monitor the progress of legislative issues, tracking the issue through the committees and generally meeting with the representatives of any groups interested in presenting their perspective. This monitoring stance generally provides enough information to fulfill the basic needs of staff for writing letters to constituents 5For an extended view from this perspective, see J. Mclver Weatherford (1 985), Tribes on the Hill (Hadley, Mass.: Bergin and Garvey). and for briefing their member for hearings, mark-ups, and floor votes. Only if a decision is made to become more significantly involved in the issue is there an incentive for staff to seek out additional information.
2. "Have you talked to the committee staff yet?" Many personal staff were quick to recommend that I talk to "the people who really know what's going on"-the committee staff. This was in accord with my expectations regarding the dispersion of knowledge about a given issue: that the further staff were removed from action on the issue, the less informed they would be. Committee staff, then, generally at the center of issue networks within Congress, would be expected to be the most informed. The personal staff of members on the relevant subcommittee would be somewhat less informed. The personal staff of other members not on the subcommittee but on the relevant full committee would be still less informed. And, the personal staff of members not on any relevant committee would be the least informed.
While this general pattern of decreasing information appears to be accurate, the knowledge (and involvement) of staff on any given issue appears to be significantly more concentrated than the pattern would imply. As expected, on the two health issues that I studied, committee staff were almost always the most informed and among the most active on the issue. What was unexpected was how quickly the level of information dropped off after that. The knowledge and involvement of most personal staff of members on the subcommittee was nowhere near that of the committee staff. In fact, some personal staff of members of the subcommittee were not significantly more informed than the staff of members not on the committee at all. On each committee and for each particular issue, then, the most common arrangement was to have an inner core consisting of one committee staff person and perhaps two or three personal staff. Beyond this inner core, levels of information and involvement dropped off dramatically. The House and Senate vary on this point in interesting ways. In the House, the decline appears to be much more dramatic. On each issue, a very few of the personal staff become involved, and the rest simply monitor the progress of the issue, waiting for a possible mark-up. In the Senate, with larger personal staffs, the decline is much less steep. The same inner core group exists, but this drops off only gradually as the distance from the action increases. As many as half of the personal staff are reasonably involved and knowledgeable about the issue. 3. "Where did she go?" Turnover among health staff was not simply an abstract interest of mine. In order to monitor the communications networks among staff, I had developed rosters of all the committee and personal staff handling either health issue on each committee. Updating these lists became a constant occupation. On both Senate committees, for example, the committee staff member with primary responsibility for the issue being studied changed three times during the 99th Congress. The same was true of the House Ways and Means Committee. Only the staff of the House Energy and Commerce Committee remained stable.
On any given issue, there are very few staff with a detailed understanding of the complexities involved.
Just as striking was turnover on the personal staffs. On three of the four healthrelated committees I studied, fewer than half of the members had the same staff person covering the same issue for the entire two-year period, and a few members even had three different staff covering the issue. In making my rounds with staff, one important topic became exchanging information on who had left and where they had gone-and whether or not their job was worth applying for. I would occasionally commiserate with lobbyists about the problems that turnover caused for "people like us." But aside from selfish concerns, the high rate of turnover (not necessarily of staff but of responsibility for certain issues within each enterprise) certainly has important implications for the possibility of stable staff networks and the development and continuity of expertise over time. On three of the four health-related committees I studied, fewer than half of the members had the same staff person covering the same issue for the entire two-year period.
5. "What do you think of us?" Some personal staff were so tangentially involved in health issues that they did not consider themselves to be part of any "health community." But those committee and personal staff who did consider themselves to be part of such a community often expressed curiosity about how they looked to someone from the outside. I must say that my impressions of staff changed rather sharply during the course of the study. Initially, I was somewhat apprehensive that the fate of my project was in the hands of such an egotistical and skeptical crowd. I approached my fieldwork with a great interest in the abstract research topic and also with the knowledge that I had successfully interviewed quite a number of staff during previous projects. However, the scope of this study was somewhat intimidating, and I was concerned about my dependency on the goodwill of certain key staff-I could not afford for very many committee staff to refuse to participate.
In the end, cooperation with the study vastly exceeded my expectations. All relevant health committee staff participated in the study-one even providing a cumulative total of eight hours of interview time-as well as nearly the entire sample of personal staff. In light of this reception, I was forced to reconsider some of my preconceived notions about staff. Quite simply, the majority of these staff were friendly and helpful. How can I explain this? One alternative, of course, is to conclude that I had been coopted, that having grown dependent on these people, I had begun to identify with my "captors." Another alternative is to conclude that health staff are not the norm, that people attracted to working on health issues (as opposed to defense or tax issues) are more likely to have the welfare of fellow human beings at heart-even social scientists! Or, of course, I could conclude that most staff in general are nice people, but this is perhaps too radical a step. At least for issues on its agenda (and this is probably a significant qualification), Congress as a collective entity appears to be extensively informed. The staff most involved in formulating policy on an issue tend to develop expertise by drawing upon a broad spectrum of relevant information-including policy analyses sponsored by congressional support agencies, executive branch agencies, and various public and private policy research organizations; expert advice provided by a host of academics, consultants, executive branch personnel, and interest group representatives; and practical and political advice from members of affected groups. At the same time, this expertise is extremely uneven. For the vast majority of health issues, personal staff have a great appetite for basic information, but little appetite for more detailed studies. The search for more detailed information is largely reserved for the personal staff of members on health-related committees (or subcommittees, in the case of the House), and then only for perhaps one or two specific issues. Increases in the number of staff members for personal offices, therefore, may not have increased the number of general "health experts" available to members, but it does seem to have increased the number of staff who can each develop a narrow expertise on a specific issue. This situation should perhaps not be terribly surprising, given the norm of specialization within congressional decisionmaking, particularly in the House, but I was surprised by the degree of the specialization. For example, I found it difficult to identify members, outside of subcommittee chairmen, who could be regarded as general "health specialists." In part this reflects the wealth of other distractions available to members of the committees with health jurisdiction-particularly the Senate Finance Committee and House Ways and Means and Energy and Commerce Committees. Instead, most members "specialized" in one or two particular health issues. The reputation of the House for greater specialization, then, may be, not because service in the House allows time for development of general health expertise, but simply because the House has more members, each with their narrow issue specialization.
8. "Is this like The Dance of Legislation?" Probably the clearest finding of my study is that Eric Redman lives on in the halls of Congress.7 If a staff member were to mention any political science book, it was almost always the apparently immortal Dance of Legislation. A common interpretation of staff was that I was writing a modern-day "dance book," seeking my own immortality-and perhaps some of their cooperation was based on a hope that I would carry them along with me. 
